Feed the Colony

There are 20 chimpanzees in Flora’s troop. Each member needs a banana! Help animal care staff member, Frank, hand out the chimpanzees’ favorite fruit!

Color in the bananas as you go to help you keep track!

Frank walks up to the habitat and finds Arden, Passion, and Carlee. After he hands each of them their bananas, how many will Frank have left?

There are ____ bananas left.

Natalie, Valentina Rose, and Tracy are high up in the trees. They climb down and grab their bananas.

There are ____ bananas left.

Frank hands out a banana to Sara Soda and Muffy. Oh no! Sara Soda swipes Muffy’s banana. Frank waits a moment and then replaces Muffy’s with another.

There are ____ bananas left.

Candy, Flora, and Diane are inside the bedroom. Frank calls out and they run down and grab their bananas.

There are ____ bananas left.

Frank spots Mackensie, Dea, Danielle, and Mason in a grooming session. The group takes a break to grab their bananas.

There are ____ bananas left.

Nope, Tosha, and Gina are so excited to receive their favorite treat!

There are ____ bananas left.

Frank is almost done! He calls Jimmy Dean and Megan to the top of the habitat.

There are ____ bananas left.

All of the chimpanzees now have their favorite treat!